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 ********(for sale) This is my Gta iv for sale you will not be disappointed. Clean out the memory card and wipe the computer
and you will have a great gta iv for a great price. I am selling my gta iv because I dont have time to use it anymore. I have taken

very good care of it. I use a to-go charger and charge it while I am at work and when I get home I plug it into the computer.
Never charge the gta iv on the charger that came with the game. I was told to do so but I have read a lot of negative reviews and
seen it cause problems. The gta iv works great. I have no idea what the problem might be but I have never had any troubles with

the game at all. It does have some minor issues when you start it up but nothing you cannot get past with some simple fixes. I
have seen all the reviews and I can tell you for sure that it will play as good as new and it was never cracked. I have never had a

problem with the game whatsoever and it never caused a problem with my computer so it doesnt have any issues with my
computer or anything else. The game is in great shape and will work just as it should and the memory card still works. It plays
on all platforms and will play on your Xbox, Playstation, Nintendo Wii or Wii U. GTA IV is in great condition and it will not

disappoint. The quality is as good as it is in the store and I would never sell it as a used game. It is in new and unused condition
and it has never been opened so there will be no stickers or markings. The unit comes with a copy of the disc with all of the

maps, weapons and vehicles. It also comes with a manual in english. We are here to help you find exactly what you need for a
great price. We pride ourselves on the customer service we provide and in our ability to help customers find exactly what they

are looking for, as well as helping people find exactly what they want at a great price. We also have a large selection of items to
purchase. We are also a registered member of the Better Business Bureau, Amazon Marketplace. We have an in-house

manufacturer that will provide a limited lifetime warranty for our products. The warranty can be canceled at any time. Please
contact us at 844-654-0313 No.1 Bestselling Player 82157476af
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